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INTRODUCTION
The last decade had seen an explosion of new products and brands stocked in supermarkets. As a consequence, supermarket shoppers have increasingly got used to making selections from a plethora of product varieties and assortments displayed on store shelves. While the principal displays in store aisles provide consumers a wide choice from a vast array of products, it is intriguing that shoppers are prepared to restrict their options to a limited number of stock keeping units (SKUs) when they make their pick at checkouts.
There is no gainsaying that the checkouts are a valuable space area in the store because the customer is almost held captive in that spot. 1 As a consequence, grocery retailers are being challenged to increase the number of assortments at checkouts and understandably, spend billions of dollars on advertising at the checkout. 2 The signifi cant number of purchases of around 2 per cent of total grocery sales 3 vindicates the massive promotion of products at checkouts. Considering that the costing for this prime space in the store inevitably gets top billing in an era where increasing costs of retail space itself is putting retail margins under pressure, it is small wonder that retailers should care about the mix of merchandise that they display at checkout counters. Checkout counters command consumers ' captive attention and checkout space should justifi ably capture some of the highest return on investment of stock displayed in those areas. Various stock displayed at the checkouts have different purchase potential in that area. It is therefore a moot point whether grocery retailers ' commitment of the most expensive area of the store, to certain products that do not offer acceptable retail margins or to nongrocery items that may require involved decision making, can be considered judicious.
It is generally suggested in the literature that signifi cant number of purchases at checkouts is bought on impulse. 4, 5 It is, however, possible that merchandise displayed at checkouts provide the appropriate cues to ' remind ' shoppers of items they intended to purchase before entering the store. According to the Cobb and Hoger, 6 such purchases cannot be considered as impulse purchases because they are not bought on a whim with little preplanning. Nevertheless, purchases from checkouts would invariably be made from a limited selection and it is therefore reasonable to believe that consumers could rue not having picked the item from a more extensive availability on the principal displays in the store aisles. This study seeks to uncover the motivation for grocery shoppers ' preparedness to compromise on the range of products available in the principal display when they make their choice from a limited selection at checkouts because they have forgotten to pick the item from the main aisles.
BACKGROUND
According to the Point-of-Purchase Advertising Institute 1995 7 study, a signifi cant number of product choices are made at the store checkouts even when over two-thirds of purchase decisions are made in the store itself. The Front-End Focus report, which analysed consumer shopping behaviour and attitudes, informs us that the top categories purchased at the checkouts include chewing gums, mints, other confectionery, magazines and soft drinks. The report states that in these product categories, checkout sales represent 46 per cent of supermarket sales. Hart and Davies 8 suggest that magazines sold at checkouts generate double the sales per square metre compared to those in a main aisle display. Other common categories at supermarket checkouts include chocolates, snacks, batteries, fi lms, lip care, books, phone / gift cards, audio / videocassettes. These products are predominantly low-involvement products that spark an immediate need and desire for fulfi lment.
In recent times, supermarkets have begun to expand the array of products that they stock beyond groceries and it is not surprising to fi nd items like CDs / DVDs, batteries, memory cards and recipe books ordinarily sold in specialty stores , being merchandised on supermarket shelves and checkouts. Often, however, these items displayed in supermarkets lack the deep assortments and knowledgeable sales assistance that specialist stores provide.
Nonetheless, Hoffman 9 argues that if shoppers are inclined to make selections at checkouts they will compromise on the range and buy from the limited display if the items are compatible with their lifestyles. For instance, Hoffman claims that in order to catch the attention of the health conscious customer, retailers may include a limited variety of health bars, dried fruit packets into the displays at the checkouts.
LITERATURE REVIEW
This research was motivated by an intrigue of shoppers being comfortable limiting their choice of purchase to the limited range of merchandise available at checkouts when they have forgotten to pick the item from the main display. Items displayed at checkouts are apparently strong enough cues to urge shoppers to recognise / reconsider their needs and provoke compulsive buying. While the recognition may be a necessary condition, it may not be, however, a suffi cient condition to make actual purchase. 10 The comfort of selecting an item forgotten to be picked from the main displays would ostensibly be different for different products because product category differences are known to elicit different shopping orientations. 11 Traditionally consumer products, based on buying behaviour, are classifi ed as convenience goods, shopping goods and specialty items. 12 Convenience items typically have a low unit price and not being greatly affected by fashions and fads are purchased with the least amount of concern of product performance. Shopping items are products that shoppers usually would consider purchasing as indiscrete unless they spend some time and effort in comparing quality, price and style of the items. On the other hand, specialty items are those products that consumers demonstrate willingness to process information regarding the items ' claims of performance.
Most often, the items displayed at checkouts are of low unit values, whose performance the shopper is familiar with and the pathway to purchase the item is through, as Petty and Cacioppo. 13 call in the ' Elaboration Likelihood model (ELM) ' , the peripheral route of decision making. In this decision-making protocol, shoppers take reliance only on the secondary aspects of the item, like visibility and accessibility, in a passive way where little cognition is applied. According to Hart and Davies, 8 shoppers sometimes deliberately skip aisles to minimise shopping time and on these occasions they are likely to forget to pick items they had planned to buy. To shoppers in a hurry long waiting times at checkouts could be, according to Grambois, 14 a cause for impatience, frustration and possible anger of shoppers caused by long waiting time. Grambois believes that the choice of merchandise at checkouts is to distract shoppers and not meant to provide the opportunity to contemplate comparatives among brands, prices and variants. Logically therefore, items that require greater ' elaboration ' in the shopping protocol, wherein shoppers cognise with various alternatives at some length, do not lend themselves for purchase at checkout counters. These high involvement products are better off being displayed in regular aisles where the shoppers can, through the central route of decision making, 13 make informed decisions.
One would expect that high-traffi c areas like checkout counters would provide greater exposure, leading to an increased potential to drive in-store decisions. Mere exposure at the checkout, however, does not guarantee that consumers will be infl uenced in their purchase decision-making process. Inman and Winer 2 argue that time pressure, age, gender and need recognition can all be considered to infl uence shoppers ' decision making. They suggest, for instance, that the effort of thinking increases with an individual ' s age. Therefore, the older shoppers are likely to be less inclined to process ' rushed ' information at checkouts. Correspondingly, younger shoppers are expected to make more spot decisions at the point of purchase than older shoppers and be the predominant buyers of merchandise at checkouts. Since the responsibility for grocery shopping often seems to fall upon the woman of the household, 15 women are more likely than men to make in-store decisions. 2 Moreover, according to Crosby, 15 the likelihood of an unplanned purchase tends to be greater if others accompany shoppers. The presence of others will maximise the need recognition, since it accumulates the need recognition of all consumers in the group. Whether age, gender and shoppers ' companions are mediating infl uences on consumers making good their selection of items from checkouts, which they have forgotten to pick from the principal displays is an arguable point.
RESEARCH PROBLEM
It is reasonable to believe that consumers would rue not having picked their intended purchases from the main display aisles. This study is based on the assumption that shoppers are prepared to make their choice from a limited selection at checkout displays because they have forgotten to pick the item from the main aisles. This study seeks to uncover the motivation for grocery shoppers ' preparedness to compromise on the range of products available in the principal display when they make their choice from a limited selection at checkouts because they have forgotten to pick the item from the main aisles. The question directed at shoppers was as follows: You bought these items from the checkout counter because you forgot to select them in the aisles: Yes / No .
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methodology included the personal administration of a structured questionnaire seeking the attitude and behaviour towards checkout purchases of eight items, among 626 randomly selected shoppers across Melbourne, exiting two of Australia ' s biggest supermarkets, namely, Safeway / Woolworths and Coles. Only those respondents who in the last six months had bought at least one of the items, picked from the store checkouts, were allowed to complete the survey. The items included in the survey were those that are conventionally displayed at supermarket checkouts, namely, magazines, recipe books, CDs / DVDs, batteries, memory cards, beverages and confectionery. Each of these eight items ostensibly has a different impulse or unplanned purchase potential based on buyer ' s perception of the risk of the item ' s purchase.
Brands of beverages and confectionery are generally supported by relatively high advertising expenditures with the intention of creating consumer brand loyalty. Specifi c magazines, recipe books, CDs / DVDs are preferred by consumers depending on their lifestyles, and preferences for particular cuisines and genre of music / cinema, respectively. Most purchases of these items are made from specialist stores. Also, empirical evidence suggests that several grocery shoppers fi nd it convenient to purchase conventional batteries and memory cards from supermarkets.
This investigation was conducted over a twoweek period in the third quarter of 2007. The respondents were asked to check the items that they purchased at the checkout counters, their level of satisfaction with the waiting time at the checkouts, what infl uenced their decision to pick the item(s) at the checkouts, whether they were satisfi ed with the range of items displayed at checkouts, the frequency with which they used the express line and whether they were buying the item(s) from the checkout on instruction. The questionnaire sought information about variables on shopper behaviour, such as the customers ' frequency of shopping, proneness to price specials, inclination to switch to alternate brands, the size of the bill, and selected demographics like gender, occupation and age. These variables (with the exception of shopping time, gender and age) are not specifi cally referred to in extant studies on checkouts. These variables are, however, included in the research investigation as they are considered to have a mediating infl uence on shoppers ' response to the mix of items included at checkouts.
By combining three defi ning dimensions of shopper ' s behaviour -their purchase orientations, the contextual situations of their purchases and shoppers ' demographics, we estimated the motivations of shoppers to select items from supermarket checkouts that they might have disregarded or forgotten at the aisles.
This research seeks to examine the relative consumer cognition and affectation that different products chosen from the checkout attract. The focus is on the following binary variable: FORGAIS: You bought these items from the checkout counter because you forgo to select them in the aisles : (Yes / No) or (1 / 0).
We have modelled this dichotomous dependent variable (FORGAIS) with a Binary Logit regression model (see eg Hair et al ., Chapter 5). 16 Thus, the coeffi cients would refl ect the impact of the independent variables on the likelihood of the shopper buying specifi c items from the checkout counter because they forgot them in the aisles. The theoretical model is presented as follows.
Model
The probability of observing a value of the dependent variable was modelled as
The dependent variable, y * , is assumed to be linearly related to a set of explanatory variables, x 1 , x 2 , … , x K , where X i is an n × K matrix of n observations on the K explanatory variables, ␤ is a ( K + 1) × 1 vector of the coeffi cients and i is a stochastic error term.
The binary model is often presented as a latent variables specifi cation. The latent variable can be some unobserved measure ascribed by the respondent. Then, the observed dependent variable, y , is determined by the following rule: The combination of expressions (1) and (2) yields the following binary regression model:
where F is the cumulative probability distribution function of i . With regard to this error term, there are many possible choices, but the two most popular options are the standard normal and logistic random variables. In the latter case, F is (1) (1) (2) (2) (3) (3) the cumulative standard logistic distribution function:
Owing to the cumulative distribution function, the effects of the explanatory variables on the dependent variable are nonlinear. For that reason, the unknown parameters of this model are estimated by the maximum likelihood procedure that maximises the likelihood that an event (FORGAIS) will occur. Thus, the estimated coeffi cients cannot be interpreted as the marginal effect of the explanatory variables on the dependent variable. The signs of the regression coeffi cients, however, determine the directions of these effects. Positive values of the coeffi cients imply that the probability of FORGAIS = 1 is an increasing function of the corresponding explanatory variables, while a negative parameter estimate implies the opposite. Almost 36 per cent of respondents, that is, 224 shoppers claimed to buy at the checkout more than one item category at a time. In order to accommodate (within a relatively small sample size) a large number of degrees of freedom, we considered it prudent to restrict our analysis to those respondents who only bought only one item category, that is, 400 respondents. Of these respondents, 324 (81 per cent) respondents claimed to have purchased the item from the checkout because they had forgotten to pick it from the main aisle. Each shopper is exemplifi ed by the item category that they have purchased at the checkout. Given below are the groupings of product categories that supposedly satisfy the generic need of the items:
DATA ANALYSIS
1. Magazines / cookbooks 2. Confectionery / beverages 3. Batteries / memory cards 4. CDs / DVDs
ESTIMATION RESULTS
A Binary Logit model was estimated for the dichotomous dependent variable, FORGAIS. Only responses from shoppers who considered the supermarkets from which they exited as their principal stores were considered in the prepared data set. The fi rst step included the estimation of the regression model without restricting the specifi cations in the prepared data set. Using a stepwise regression, the independent variables that appeared to be less important and proved insignifi cant both individually and jointly, were subsequently dropped from the model. The maximum likelihood parameter estimates of the fi nal, ' restricted ' specifi cation are reported in Table 1 .
The variables that emerged as signifi cant at 1, 5 and 10 per cent level in infl uencing the likelihood of buying specifi c items from the checkout counter because the shopper forgot to select them in the aisles (FORGAIS) were from the following group of variables (see Table 1 for the specifi c signifi cant variables):
Frequency of shopping (monthly, SHMONTH; fortnightly, SHFORTN; weekly, SHWEEK; more than once a week, SHMOREONE).
Frequency of using ' express line ' checkout (often, EXPOFTEN; sometimes, EXPSOMET; never, EXPSONEV).
Reason for browsing merchandise at checkouts (it is nice way to keep occupied while waiting in the queue, NICE; may have disregarded item from the aisle, NOTFORGOT). The average size of the weekly grocery bill (less than $ 50, between $ 51 and 100, 51 -100; between $ 101 and 150, 101 -150; more than $ 150).
The goodness-of-fi t for the model is indicated by the log likelihood value and Cox & Snell R 2 provided in a standard SPSS output. As it is evident from Table 1 , the quality of models for individual categories of products is not very high, but is considered acceptable for fi eld data.
The fi ndings in Table 1 with respect to the signs of the coeffi cients, imply that the estimated probability of buying magazines / cookbooks (READING) from the checkout counter because ----the shopper forgot to pick them from the aisles increases if shoppers feel that browsing through magazines / cookbooks from the checkout is NOT a nice way to keep occupied while waiting in the queue (NICE, negative coeffi cient). The likelihood of buying magazines / cookbooks from the checkout counter because these items were forgotten in the aisles increases with less frequent store visits (SHMONTH, SHFORTN), more use of express lines (EXPSOMET), and increasing value of the weekly grocery bills (101 -150).
The estimated probability of buying confectionery and beverages (CONFBEV) from checkouts because the shopper forgot to pick them from the aisles increases when shoppers browse checkouts because they have deliberately ignored these in the aisles (NOTFORGOT). The likelihood of consumers buying confectionery and beverages from the checkout counter because they forgot to select these items in the aisles also tends to increase when shoppers visit the stores less often (just once in a fortnight, SHFORTN). There is also evidence that the inclination of shoppers to select confectionery and beverages from the checkout counter because they forgot to select these items in the aisles is high when shoppers make greater use of express lines (EXPSOMET).
The frequency of shopping (SHFORTN, SHWEEK, SHMOREONE) has a negative effect on the probability buying of buying memory cards and batteries (MEMBAT) from checkouts because the shopper forgot to pick them from the aisles. In other words, the likelihood of selecting memory cards / batteries from checkouts because these items were forgotten to be picked from the aisles increases with the reduced number of store visits. Similarly, a low value of the shopper ' s weekly grocery bill (51 -100) tends to reduce the likelihood buying memory cards and batteries from the checkout counter because they were forgotten in the aisles . The likelihood of selecting memory cards / batteries from checkouts because these items were not picked from the aisles, however, increases as shoppers take more advantage of the express line (EXPSOMET).
The estimation results are presented in Table 1 .
DISCUSSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
This study is predicated on the assumption that shoppers are prepared to make their choice from a limited selection at supermarket checkout displays because they had forgotten to pick the item from the main aisles. An overwhelmingly large number of grocery shoppers (81 per cent) confi rmed that having purchased the item from the checkout , it also appears that an increase in the likelihood of selecting DVDs and CDs from checkouts because these items were forgotten to be picked from the aisles, increases as shoppers take greater advantage of the express line (EXPSOMET). In contrast, the likelihood of selecting DVDs and CDs from checkouts because these items were forgotten to be picked from the aisles increases as the frequency of shopping (SHWEEK, SHMOREONE) reduces. On the other hand, the likelihood of selecting DVDs and CDs from checkouts because these items were forgotten to be picked from the aisles is reduced with a low value of the weekly grocery bill (51 -100).
because they had forgotten to pick it from the main aisle. Notably, there was no evidence of shoppers feeling restrained to select their purchases from the checkouts because they felt the limited availability of merchandise (RANGEYES / RANGENO) on offer at the payment counters. What shoppers purchased at checkouts appears to be commonly infl uenced by consumers ' store-visit frequencies. The emphasis on the frequency of shoppers ' supermarket trips as an important driver of whether they select and what they choose, at the checkouts, is an indication of the importance that shoppers ascribe to the shopping time that they spend at the stores. It appears from this study that once shoppers have moved away from the principal aisles where particular items are stocked, and front up to pay at the checkout counters, they no longer feel involved with the risk / benefi t of a particular purchase, especially as shoppers do not appear to consider promotions and price specials as signifi cant infl uence on their decisions to select particular items at the checkouts. The availability of time to make their next shopping visit to the principal aisle seems to dominate their cognition when making choices at the checkouts. Shoppers who are inclined to buy magazines and cookbooks at the checkouts, appear resentful of the notion that browsing through magazines / cookbooks is a nice way of keeping occupied while waiting in the checkout queue, illustrating again that time is signifi cant element that motivates their shopping experience at the checkouts. These shoppers presumably would prefer to be served quicker rather than have the latitude to browse through magazines / cookbooks while waiting to be served. Further vindication of shoppers ' concern with shopping time was the demonstrated inclination of all shoppers to use the express counters. These fi ndings suggest that shoppers ' purchases at grocery checkouts may not be spontaneous and unrefl ective as alluded by Rook and Fisher 4 , but demonstrative of conscious concern with making effi cient use of their shopping time. Not all purchases at checkouts can therefore be casually referred to as impulse purchase.
While this study had no intention of examining the frequency of purchase of specifi c items from checkouts, it did emerge that more frequent supermarket shoppers are inclined to purchasing nongrocery items like batteries, memory cards and CDs / DVDs from checkout counters, in spite of their limited range. On the other hand, this study indicates shoppers who buy confectionery and beverages at checkouts are those who have deliberately ignored (NOTFORGOT) these items at the principal stocking points. Purchases of confectionery and beverages at checkouts can therefore be considered to be less contemplated and more impulsive, because buyers in case of these purchases appear comfortable with their hasty decisions at the front-end point of sale.
LIMITATIONS OF STUDY AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This research was based on an exploratory survey with a limited sample size. In order to accommodate the large number of degrees of freedom, multiple products that meet similar generic needs were combined to form a product category. The data analysis was compromised to the extent that only the combined categories were analysed instead of testing each item. Because of our lack of confi dence of being able to recruit a larger number of respondents in a restricted period of time, the questionnaire was structured in such a manner that each respondent was required to have made a planned purchase of just one of eight items from the checkout. Consequently, because of the limited number of purchasers of each item, the study was compelled to consider only a limited sample (400 respondents) to compare the checkout experiences of each product category among the different respondents. With a larger sample size, a greater range of products that are conventionally stocked at the checkouts could also be tested. This research could be extended to studying the typologies of products at the checkouts of other store formats.
CONCLUSION
Checkout counters within a supermarket are known to represent signifi cant sales and profi t opportunities by driving incremental purchases. If an appropriate mix of items is not displayed at checkouts, retailers should be well aware that they might be exposing themselves to at least two risks, namely, compromise on the opportunity to earn better returns on items that benefi t from a push at the point of sale and potential shopper dissonances from the hurried purchase of items that require deliberate decision making.
This study was predicated by the assumption that shoppers will generally buy from the checkouts if they have forgotten to make a selection from the regular aisles where the item is displayed. This assumption was driven by the logic that the alternative of picking the item from the checkout from a limited variety is considered a poor option and one that may cause shoppers to regret their forgetfulness. For many shoppers wheeling their trolley back into the aisle may not be a consideration, lest they lose their spot in the queue. In this shopping trip, purchase from the checkout might appear as an easy option, but which the shopper may ideally want to avoid through better organisation of their shopping list. In this mode of picking their purchase, it is quite conceivable that shoppers will buy only the bare necessity. This study, however, demonstrates that shoppers do not feel restrained by the limited range of merchandise at checkouts if they have forgotten to make their selection from the principal aisles.
Checkout counters do not generally offer the space to accommodate a large selection of items. It is not uncommon for retailers therefore to display at the checkouts only a selection of reading and entertainment items that dominate the current popularity poll. There is no gainsaying that these reading items require a fair amount of consumer cognition. Because the store checkouts are hamstrung for space, the merchandising effect of only a limited range and variety of magazines and recipe books at these points are often not compatible with the shopper ' s desired buying protocol of these items. It is therefore no surprise that shoppers prefer to browse these items at the regular aisles and spend time in contemplating their choices. In contradiction to popular belief, shoppers do not consider browsing / fl ipping through magazines at checkouts a good practice. Retailers, who encourage their patrons to go through magazines at the checkouts, may perversely be trying to distract shoppers ' attentions from the travails of waiting in the queues to be served. Huddleston et al . 5 believe that keeping shoppers longer at the checkouts is not going to encourage them buying any more at the checkouts but only makes them reconsider shopping at the store again. And if what shoppers buy at checkouts is infl uenced by the achievement of effi ciency in shopping times, as identifi ed in this study, delaying them at checkouts could be the very antithesis of maximising the return of investment of stock displayed at checkouts.
Considering that signifi cant purchases of confectionery and beverages at checkouts may be bought on impulse, it is reasonable to assume that often these items could be considered mainly for their generic value. The high proportion of sale of confectionery items and beverages, from checkouts, unless they are of the dominant brands, suggest that consumers who patronise confectionery and beverages at checkouts are prepared to commodify this product category. As a consequence, lesser-known brands of confectionery and beverages can be considered for sale at checkouts, especially if these brands offer generous retail margins for the retailer ' s push effort . Future research could examine whether the generic value of store brands of confectionery and beverages would be good potential for retailers to merchandise at their checkouts. Against the background of the fi ndings of this study that frequent shoppers are likely to buy nongrocery items like batteries and memory cards displayed at the checkout counters, it might be useful for future research to examine whether retailers could effectively use their checkout counters to merchandise store brands of nongrocery items, especially as supermarkets continue to expand their range of products outside groceries and food items.
Grocery shoppers, as we have seen in this study, are inclined to make their selections from checkouts as a rear guard action for their forgetfulness, and consequently seek the expediencies of shopping time-management rather than indulge in unrefl ective purchase when such needs are recognised in making buying decisions at checkouts. Supermarkets can get an insight into the shopping frequencies of patrons by tracking their purchases through their credit cards and store loyalty cards and accordingly confi gure the checkout merchandise mix that allow shoppers a chance to justifi ably retrieve what they need without any pangs of regret. CamWeb reports that an overwhelming number of supermarket customers are using credit cards to pay for grocery purchases. This report also attests that a large number of retailers either participate in a loyalty programme or issue their own reward cards. Retailers can therefore measure the success of their merchandising strategy at checkouts by placing specially marked SKUs, which can be captured from purchases made by credit cards and store loyalty cards.
